
Today is a good day! Why is it a good day you ask? Well because on this day, I am climbing into 

our car and heading for one of the best parks in Geauga County Ohio! The only thing is, I don’t 

know which one…. 

It could be The West Woods and on to the Pioneer bridle trail for the full loop around! Ahhh, the 

beauty found there, climbing and descending the hills and walking beside the creek - taking in 

the sights of the tall trees and the aromas of the fresh trail apples….wait, what!??! Well, it’s an 

interesting part of the experience for me, tell ya why later ; )  

Or, it could be that I’m heading to Eldon Russell park, where I’ll slide into our kayak and gently 

meander down the tree canopied river, breathing in the fresh air and sinking deeper into the 

beauty of nature’s invitation to relax and reconnect with all that she has to offer….the quiet 

patter of a paddle, gliding us about that special place…. 

Perhaps it’s a bicycle pedal day on the Maple Highlands Trail??? Ohhhh how sweet it is to hop 

on the trail at Tare Creek and rumble across the two lovely covered bridges, whilst feeling the 

breeze blow through my fur, err, I mean hair….the soft sun shining through the majestic maples, 

the friendly smiles we encounter as we pass fellow travelers = bliss. 

But wait, maybe today’s brush with nature will take me to Bessie Metzenbaum Park, where I’ll 

challenge myself to scale the Summit trail and take in the amazing views from atop; follow the 

craggy trail that winds down and then across to the Griswold creek trail; maybe we’ll be lucky 

enough to see a beaver family at work!??!   

Hold on, I’ve got it, I’ve got it – we’re bound for Orchard Hills to walk the Mcintosh trail, loop by 

the pond and find a nice spot on the bench there – breath in the fresh apple tinged air and see 

how nature has reclaimed the former golf course…lovely there, that’s probably where we’re 

going today! 



Now it also might be over to Sunnybrook Preserve, where we’ll eat our lunch on the trailside 

picnic table before we head down the Woodland trail, across the newly restored creek bridge and 

up to the Jumping Mouse trail – I love that climb and the serene, peaceful feeling along the 

ridge above it. It IS spring, so that means we may hear the frog peep symphony, around the 

wetland area + a stop on the way back, at the sweet deck on the Overlook trail and take in that 

gorgeous vista! 

You know, another of my favorites that we just might be heading for is Bass Lake Preserve!??! I 

love to put our kayak in there and paddle our way out past the lily pads, find a nice spot along 

the edge of the lake and watch for a Bald Eagle to fly overhead! Is that amazing or what?!!?  

What a thrill, to see an eagle soaring above us and into their nest!  

And yet as we grow ever close to our destination, I realize that it really doesn’t matter which of 

the gems of Geauga County Parks that I’m heading to today; because with each paw step on the 

trail, each paddle submerge in the water, each tire rotation on the path, an ease of breath 

follows….cares of the day fade… and the simplicity of being settles in. The gentle breeze comes 

up to greet me, the tree leaves wave their silent greeting and we realize that life, the true essence 

of life, is found here. Here amongst the grace of the natural world.  Where the freshness of the 

spring air, the musty earthy smells of fall, the floral array in the summer breezes or the quiet 

cold of a crisp winter’s hike, is found. And each time we enter this space, we are invited to 

blossom. To open. To meet nature and simply be. And it’s a lovely, lovely place to be. 

My family sometimes asks: how’s come you don’t talk when we’re hiking, biking or kayaking? I 

think it’s because nature is talking so much, I can’t get a word in edgewise. And it’s also kinda 

because I have four paws and a tail, and I cannot speak human words… you see, my name is 

Beans and I’m one of the lucky dogs of Geauga County, who get to take in all the splendor that is 

here for us in the Geauga County Parks (and now ya’ get why I’m interested in trail apple 

scents?...😆😆 ) 



And we are grateful for the wonderful asset that we share and sincerely thank all the fine folks 

who care for our parks, for their hand in preserving them. 

 

                                                                          

                                                                                  Beans  

                     

 

 

  


